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Abstract
Quantitative ultrasound has a great potential for the non-destructive evaluation of tissue engineered
constructs, where the local attenuation and the integrated backscatter coefficient (IBC) can be used for
monitoring the development of biological processes. The local determination of both parameters can be
achieved using the reference phantom method (RPM). However, its accuracy can be affected when
evaluating constructs of evolving sound speed, attenuation and thickness, for example, when evaluating
biodegradable hydrogels developing neocartilage. To assess the feasibility of using the RPM under such
dynamic conditions while employing a 50-MHz transducer, we conducted a series of experiments on
3-mm-thick acellular hydrogels laden with microspheres. The ultrasonic evaluation procedure used was
validated by detecting and compensating for large attenuation variations occurring in the construct, up to
20-fold with respect to the reference phantom, with estimations errors below 1%. We found that sound
speed mismatch does not affect the local attenuation estimation, but causes a strong diffraction effect
by reducing the backscatter intensity. Such intensity reduction was compensated by determining the IBC
percentage change (IBCΔ) as function of sound speed mismatch with respect to the reference phantom
(ΔSS), with the equation IBCΔ = (0.63 ± 0.07) ΔSS + (8.54 ± 0.76) 10–3 ΔSS2. The investigated ΔSS
interval was up to 120 m/s and using two different concentrations of microspheres, with estimation
errors below 7% relative to the construct's actual IBC. Finally, we found that the spectral difference
method is sufficient to measure within a few millimetres in depth mismatch, and when combining with
sound speed mismatch, we found negligible additional effects. These results pave the way for the use of
a generic reference phantom for the evaluation of thin dynamic constructs, thus simplifying the need for
using different phantoms depending on the construct's properties.
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Abstract:
Quantitative ultrasound has a great potential for the non-destructive evaluation of tissue engineered
constructs, where the local attenuation and the Integrated Backscatter Coefficient (IBC) can be used for
monitoring the development of biological processes. The local determination of both parameters can be
achieved using the Reference Phantom Method (RPM). However, its accuracy can be affected when
evaluating constructs of evolving sound speed, attenuation and thickness. For example, when evaluating
biodegradable hydrogels developing neocartilage. In order to assess the feasibility of using the RPM in
such dynamic conditions while employing a 50 MHz transducer, we have conducted a series of
experiments on acellular hydrogels of 3 millimetre in thickness laden with microspheres. The ultrasonic
evaluation procedure used was validated by detecting and compensating for large attenuation variations
occurring in the construct, up to 20-fold respect to the reference phantom, with estimations errors below
1%. We have found that sound speed mismatch does not affect the local attenuation estimation, but
causes a strong diffraction effect by reducing the backscatter intensity. Such intensity reduction was
compensated by determining the IBC percentage change (IBCΔ) as function of sound speed mismatch
with respect to the reference phantom (ΔSS), of equation IBCΔ = (0.63 ± 0.07) ΔSS + (8.54 ± 0.76) 103

ΔSS2. The investigated ΔSS interval was up to 120 m/s and using two different concentrations of

microspheres, with estimation errors below 7 % relative to the construct’s actual IBC. Finally, we found
that the spectral difference method is sufficient to measure within a few millimetres in depth mismatch,
and when combining with sound speed mismatch, we found negligible additional effects. These results
pave the way for the use of a generic reference phantom for the evaluation of thin dynamic constructs,
thus, simplifying the need of using different phantoms depending on the construct’s properties.

Keywords: Quantitative Ultrasound Imaging; Sound Speed Diffraction; Local Attenuation; Reference
Phantom Method; Tissue Engineering
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1. Introduction
Quantitative ultrasound is a widely used technique in clinical and preclinical areas, since it provides an
objective and accurate evaluation of the inner tissue properties. Over recent years, ultrasound has also
been applied into tissues of reduced dimensions, such as those used in tissue engineering (Gudur, et al.
2014); (Ruland, et al. 2019). Tissue engineered constructs are typically composed of cells encapsulated
in a 3-dimensional hydrogel, where the constructs can be in the form of simple pellets, or have complex
designs when produced by bioprinting (Di Bella, et al. 2018); (Murphy and Atala 2014) (O’Connell, et
al. 2020). The use of ultrasound as a non-destructive approach to interrogate the morphological and
acoustic properties is of great advantage for the study and optimization of tissue engineered constructs.
When using high frequency transducers with an acoustic wavelength of a few tens of micrometre,
ultrasound allows the mapping of tissue’s inner microstructure in great detail (Gudur, et al. 2014);
(Ruland, et al. 2019).
An interesting application of ultrasound is the monitoring of neocartilage formation in biodegradable
hydrogels. These type of constructs undergo significant changes in their morphology and composition
as a result of the extracellular matrix (ECM) deposition (Chung, et al. 2009); (Onofrillo, et al. 2020).
Previous authors have demonstrated the feasibility of using ultrasound for the evaluation of neocartilage
formation. Conventional grayscale imaging has been used to follow morphological changes of the
construct over time, while through transmission measurements of sound speed and attenuation
correlated to the amount of ECM produced (Fite, et al. 2011); (Rice, et al. 2009). In a related study,
grayscale intensity has been used to follow collagen deposition in hydrogels (Kreitz, et al. 2011).
The ultrasonic evaluation of such biological constructs can be benefited from the use of spectral
ultrasound procedures. This involves the frequency component analysis of the backscattered
radiofrequency signals, and enables the quantitative estimation of the backscatter intensity. A relevant
quantitative estimate, the Integrated Backscatter Coefficient (IBC), has been used to monitor cell
proliferation and spatial distribution of cells in a construct (Mercado, et al. 2014); (Ruland, et al. 2019).
An equivalent parameter of the IBC, the mid-band fit, has been used to follow ECM production in
constructs (Gudur, et al. 2014). A further improvement of spectral ultrasound procedures is the
implementation of the Reference Phantom Method (RPM), which compares the backscatter spectra of
the unknown sample with a reference phantom of known attenuation and sound speed (Yao, et al. 1990);
(Kim and Varghese 2008). The benefits of this method is the compensation of diffraction effects and
transducer dependencies. Furthermore, it allows for the local attenuation determination and subsequent
compensation of the local backscatter intensity. The RPM is therefore of particular interest for
constructs wherein the ECM formation may not occur homogenously throughout the construct.
The formulation of the RPM poses some potential limitations that may affect the determination of the
local attenuation and the IBC when evaluating constructs of different properties relative to the reference
2

phantom used. First, the RPM requires that both the reference phantom and the sample to have a similar
sound speed (Labyed and Bigelow 2011). Human cartilage has an average sound speed of 1660 m/s and
an attenuation of 70 dB/cm at 30 MHz (Joiner, et al. 2001). Considering that the initial properties of
the construct would be that of a simple hydrogel of about 1500 m/s and a few dB/cm in attenuation, the
use of the same phantom during the neocartilage formation presents a challenge. Second, as described
in the methods section, the RPM is formulated considering that both reference and sample are measured
with the same focal depth (e.g. transducer focus placed at same depth into the construct). It would be
desirable to position the transducer focus such that the parametric image covers the whole construct
thickness, including its surface. This conflicts with the condition of maintaining the same focal depth,
since the reference phantom is measured with the transducers’ focal point placed well below the
constructs’ surface. These two conditions constitute a potential limitation for the application of the RPM
for the evaluation of constructs with evolving sound speed and thickness.
The purpose of this work was to explore the feasibility of using the RPM for the evaluation of constructs
with dynamic properties; of varying sound speed, attenuation and thickness. Those parameters are
designed to represent some of the conditions to be found in biodegradable hydrogels developing
neocartilage. As an initial approach, we have simulated those dynamic conditions on thin acellular
hydrogels (~ 3 mm) laden with 10 µm red stained polystyrene spheres (PSs) as cell mimicking
scatterers. The constructs were evaluated with a 50 MHz single-element focused transducer. The
purpose of the red stained PS was to employ a secondary estimation method of the PSs concentration
following the acetone digestion of the agarose/PS constructs, from where the red dye absorption could
be calibrated as a function of the construct’s IBC. First, the accuracy of the local attenuation
determination and IBC compensation was evaluated by simulating large attenuations, up to about 20
fold greater than reference phantom. Sound speed effects were investigated by the preparation of
hydrogels wherein the sound speed increased, up to about 120 m/s greater than the reference phantom.
The influence of the sound speed mismatch on the IBC was evaluated by comparison to the true
sample’s IBC determined from the absorption calibration. The influence of sound speed mismatch on
the local attenuation was evaluated by comparison with a construct without mismatch, as well as by
comparison to the attenuation values measured by substitution method. In order to simulate the effect
of depth mismatch, the agarose/PS constructs of homogeneous composition were evaluated by
increasing the depth mismatch with respect to the reference, up to 1.2 mm in mismatch. Finally, the
effect of depth mismatch in combination with sound speed mismatch was also evaluated.
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2. Methods
2.1 Ultrasound setup and settings
We used the same setup configuration and specifications used in our previous work (Ruland, et al.
2019). Briefly, a 50 MHz focused transducer (PT50-15-6, Toray Engineering Co., Otsu Shiga, Japan)
was used in this study. See Table 1 for specifications. All transducer parameters were determined
experimentally, with the exception of the axial and lateral resolution that were determined from
equations found elsewhere (Raum and O'Brien 1997). A cap with a film wrap on the closed end was
filled with water and fitted on the transducer. This cap was present on all measurements and was used
for protective purposes as well as for reducing the immersion depth into the water tank (Franceschini,
et al. 2014). The transducer position was controlled by a 3-axis precision stages (Zaber Technologies,
LSM050A, Vancouver, Canada). The pulse-receiver (Olympus Australia, 5073-PR, Sydney, Australia)
was operated with a pulse repetition frequency of 200 Hz, energy setting 1 (2 µJ), and damping of 50
Ohms. The pulse-receiver gain amplification was 35 dB for backscatter measurements and 15 dB for
measurements conducted on the reflector. Data acquisition by the oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy,
HDO4032, Chestnut Ridge, USA) was recorded with 12-bit resolution, with a sampling rate of 2.5 109
samples/s and 350 MHz of maximum bandwidth. The oscilloscope was set with continuous averaging
of 10 waveforms in order to reduce the radiofrequency (RF) noise. A pause of 0.8 seconds was set
before capturing the RF signal in order to fully refresh the displayed waveforms after transducer
movement. A custom-made MATLAB script (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, USA) was used to remotely
operate the stages from a computer and to acquire the data from the oscilloscope, while the pulsereceiver remained on throughout the experiments.
An overview of the ultrasound setup is provided in Figure 1a. The transducer-to-sample holder
arrangement are shown in Figure 1b, where the focal point is placed on the reflector (path i) or inside
the hydrogel (path ii). The gap between the sample mould and the reflector (glass) was 1 mm. This gap
was used for inserting a sandpaper sheet (400 grit) during backscatter measurements for reducing
acoustic artefacts by scattering. Acoustic artefacts can be identified by spikes in amplitude present in
backscatter radiofrequency signals. These artefacts should be avoided as they induce an apparent greater
intensity and distorts the shape of backscatter spectra. From our observations, when using polystyrene
as reflector (e.g. cell culture plates), these artefacts are minimised due to the lower reflection coefficient
of polystyrene relative to glass. Other authors have suggested the use of polymethylpentene as a low
acoustic impedance reflector (Madsen, et al. 2011). A liquid-liquid interface consisting of water brominated hydrocarbon has also been proposed as a low impedance interface (McCormick, et al.
2011). In another example, an agarose pad was inserted underneath the construct under evaluation for
dampening the reflection from the reflector (Gudur, et al. 2012). In this work, we use the sandpaper
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sheet for reducing the reflection from the reflector by scattering as an alternative of using a low
impedance reflector or dampening pad.

Table 1. Transducer characteristics at focal point measured through film wrap in distilled water.
Bandwidth -6 dB(V), MHz 14.00 – 50.70
Pulse length -6 dB(V), ns

48.00

Centre frequency, MHz

32.35

Acoustic wavelength, µm

46.00

Axial resolution, µm

35.70

Lateral resolution, µm

120.35

Transducer diameter, mm

6.00

Focal length, mm

15.27

Figure 1. a) Photograph of the modular ultrasound setup used in this study. b) Schematic representation
of the transducer’s focus to sample (hydrogel) and reflector (glass) arrangement for (i) sound speed,
attenuation, reference amplitude, amplitude-height, and (ii) local attenuation and backscatter intensity
measurements. The dashed lines represent the film wrap encapsulating the construct.

2.2 Ultrasound evaluation procedure
The transducer’s focal point was set on the reflector (Figure 1b, path i) for the reference amplitude
pulse, sound speed and attenuation measurements. The reference measurement for sound speed and
attenuation measurements consisted of a mould encapsulating distilled water with film wrap. All
measurements consisted of 100 sampling points distributed over 2 mm2 with 200 µm in spacing.
Following this, the transducer pulse was recorded on a smooth reflector (glass) perpendicular to the
transducer while varying the axial distance in specific steps relative to its focal length (Figure 2a). This
5

procedure, termed hereafter as amplitude-height measurements, will be used for calculating the
normalised power spectrum (𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 , eq. 5) at each region of interest (ROI) depth. If the sample is

encapsulated in film wrap (Figure 1b), amplitude-height measurements are performed by inserting a
single film wrap sheet on the acoustic path between transducer and reflector (e.g. empty mould with

film on bottom side). This re-creates the acoustic path occurring in the backscatter measurement of an
encapsulated construct. The empty mould with film on bottom side is omitted in Figure 2a for
simplicity.
The distance transducer-to-reflector distance per axial step defines the distance from the transducer to
the ROI centre at each depth (Figure 2a). The sum of the axial interval and the gate length used (g=0.3
mm) defines the total height of the ROIs to process (Figure 2a). The combination of ROI depth and
gate length dictate the boundaries of the RF segment to be enclosed in ROI for computing the
backscatter coefficient (Figure 2b). The axial interval and spacing are dependent on the transducer
properties, ROI gate length, and their axial overlap. Under the conditions used, it was determined that
an axial step of 20 µm would be required for recording the amplitude-height data. However, to minimise
the error in the axial displacement of the transducer (e.g. reduction of step numbers), in this work we
have used an axial step of 40 µm over an axial interval of 1.08 mm, resulting in 28 axial levels. To
generate the number of axial levels corresponding to a 20 µm step, 56, recorded amplitude-height data
were duplicated and interpolated. The transducer-to-reflector distance was also interpolated to yield 20
µm in spacing. This procedure assumes negligible changes of the transducer response between
consecutive steps.
Backscatter measurements used for the evaluation of the reference phantom and test samples were as
follows. For backscattering measurements, with the sandpaper sheet in place, the transducer focus was
placed 1.6 mm into the sample (Figure 1b, path ii), unless otherwise stated. This is represented in
Figure 2b as the focal depth, fd. For each sample replicate, 100 sampling points distributed over 2 mm2
were performed in triplicate by rotating the sample after each iteration. In the case of imaging, the
spacing between lateral scans was 60 µm. All procedures and data processing were automated using a
custom-made MATLAB script.
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Figure 2. a) Sketch illustrating the transducer’s focal properties, where the highlighted portion
corresponds to the depth of focus, Df. The focal point is located at the transducer’s focal length, fl.
Amplitude-height measurements determine the transducer pulse characteristics within the depth of
focus (d1 to dn). These axial locations define the distance from the transducer to the centre of the ROI
for computing the backscatter measurements. The total height of the ROIs correspond to the sum of the
axial interval and the gate length used. b) Sketch illustrating the backscatter measurement of the
reference phantom, where the focal point is introduced into the construct at a given focal depth, fd. The
RF signals are segmented as dictated by the start and end of each ROI, followed by their FT conversion
and further processing. The power and BSC of the reference phantom per depth is determined after
averaging all lateral ROIs. c) Following the RPM, the local attenuation, αS, is determined from the slope
resulting from the natural logarithm of the power ratio between the sample and phantom. αS, is used for
calculating the BSC spectrum of the sample. The integration of BSC results in the IBC. d) Sketch
illustrating the backscatter measurement of the sample. Following the implementation of the RPM to
all ROIs, quantitative parameters (αS and IBCS) can be represented as images. The averaging of all
lateral scans results in X’, and further axial averaging results X’’. X equals to BSCS, αS, and IBC.
7

2.3 Data processing
2.3.1 Attenuation and sound speed
The attenuation coefficient by substitution method (α, dB cm-1) was determined by the following
equation (McCormick, et al. 2011); (Kenwright, et al. 2014),
𝛼𝛼(𝑓𝑓) = −

20
2𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇

|𝐴𝐴 (𝑓𝑓)|

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 |𝐴𝐴 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑓𝑓)| + 𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤 (𝑓𝑓),
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

eq. 1

where dT (cm) is the sample thickness, and αw (2.17x10-3 dB cm-1 MHz-2) is the frequency dependent
attenuation of water at room temperature (Sun, et al. 2012). Further, A0 is the amplitude FT of the
transducer’s pulse on the reflector at focal length, where the subindexes ‘s’ and ‘w’ correspond to sound
travel through the sample (or the reference phantom) and the mould filled with water, respectively. The
amplitude FT refers to the single-sided amplitude spectrum that is determined using the script shown in
the Appendix A1 (see Supplementary Data). The half-amplitude frequency interval (-6 dB) of the
reference pulse defines the frequency range to compute the attenuation. The attenuation coefficient can
be written as a power function:
𝛼𝛼(𝑓𝑓) = 𝛽𝛽 𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛

eq. 2

The exponent term, n, is often considered 1 for most tissues when using transducers of few a megahertz
in centre frequency. The use of 50 MHz transducer may result on a slight non-linear frequency
dependence of eq. 2. However, we use the approximation of n=1 for simplifying later on the
determination of the local attenuation (Labyed, et al. 2011). The slope of attenuation coefficient, β (dB

cm-1 MHz-1), therefore, is determined from the slope of the function in eq. 1 versus frequency with
intercept at zero. The determination of sound speed, SS (m/s), is a straightforward process once the
sample thickness is known. In that case, it can be determined by the following equation (Sun, et al.
2012),
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤
𝑤𝑤 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥⁄2𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇 )

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 1+(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

, 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 − 𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤

eq. 3

where SSw (1488 m/s) is the sound speed of distilled water at room temperature. Δt is the difference in
time of flight from the transducer to reflector with and without a sample in its path, ts and tr, respectively.
The time of flight is determined from the time corresponding to the maximum of the RF signal envelope.
The envelope is computed as the absolute of the Hilbert transform.
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2.3.2 Backscatter coefficient of the reference phantom
The backscatter coefficient of the reference phantom, BSCR (1/sr•cm), per depth as a function of
frequency was determined with the equation (Mercado, et al. 2014); (Lavarello, et al. 2011); (Insana
and Hall 1990),
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 (𝑑𝑑, 𝑓𝑓) =

1.45 𝑑𝑑2
𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 𝑔𝑔

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑑𝑑, 𝑓𝑓) ,

eq.4

where a0 (cm2) is the transducer’s active area, g (cm) is the axial length of the RF segment composing
the region of the interest (ROI), and d (cm) is the distance from the transducer to the ROI centre (Figure
2b). The ROI distances and the time component of RF signals are used interchangeably, considering
the sound speed of the medium is distilled water of 1488 m/s. This relation is used for defining the axial
positions of the ROIs along the backscatter RF signal. The normalized power spectrum, NPS, was
determined with the equation (Oelze and O'Brien 2002); (Oelze, et al. 2002); (Lizzi FL, et al. 1983),
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (𝑑𝑑, 𝑓𝑓) =

1
𝑁𝑁

𝛾𝛾 2 |𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 |2 (𝑑𝑑,𝑓𝑓) [4𝑑𝑑 (𝛼𝛼 (𝑓𝑓)−𝛼𝛼 (𝑓𝑓))]
𝑤𝑤
𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑟𝑟
,
|𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 |2 (𝑑𝑑,𝑓𝑓)
2

∑𝑁𝑁
1 � �

eq. 5

where N is the number of averaged lateral scans (N=100) and γ is the reflection coefficient between
water and glass (γ=0.79). The lateral averaging of the RF signals are performed after the FT conversion.
The exponent term is the attenuation-compensation function (Oelze and O'Brien 2002), where αr
(Nepers cm-1 MHz-1) is the attenuation coefficient of the reference phantom determined by substitution
method. |SRd|2 is the squared amplitude of the Hanning-gated FT of the reference phantom at depth d.
The gain amplification used for backscatter relative to amplitude-height measurements is compensated
in this stage before conversion into power. The gate length used for computing the FT was set to 0.03
cm, corresponding to a RF segment of 504 points. The axial overlap between axial ROIs was set to 85.3
%. The overlap is optimized for avoiding the loss of data for a given total ROI height during RF
segmentation. Swd is determined from amplitude-height measurements (Figure 2a) by using the same
FT parameters as done in SRd. Swd also define the -6 dB frequency bandwidth at each depth. dmr (cm) is
the sound travel distance through the reference material at each ROI depth, as determined by the
equation,
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑑𝑑 − 𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 .

eq. 6

dwr is the water path from transducer to hydrogel (Figure 3), determined from the relation dwr=fl-fd,

where fl is the focal length of the transducer and fd is the focal depth inside the hydrogel, both known
parameters (Figure 2b). The BSCR is determined by averaging all lateral scans (Figure 2b).
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Figure 3. Sketch describing the location of the focal depth, fd, and its relationship to the sound
propagation through water and construct in the case of a) reference phantom, b) sample with same focal
of phantom, c) sample with different focal depth.

2.3.3 Backscatter coefficient of the sample
Following the previous equations, the backscatter coefficient of the sample, BSCS, using the reference
phantom method (RPM) (Figure 2c) can be determined by the following equation (Yao, et al. 1990);
(Nam, et al. 2012),
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆 (𝑑𝑑, 𝑓𝑓) =

1
∑
𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅 (𝑑𝑑, 𝑓𝑓)

2

�𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑 � (𝑑𝑑,𝑓𝑓)
2

�𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 � (𝑑𝑑,𝑓𝑓)

𝑒𝑒 −4𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 ,

eq. 7

where Nav is the number of laterally averaged scans (Nav =1 for imaging, 100 for averaging all lateral
scans). Again, the lateral averaging of the RF signals are performed after the FT conversion. |SSd|2 is
the squared amplitude of the Hanning-gated FT of the sample at depth d. The gain amplification used
for backscatter relative to amplitude-height measurements is compensated in this stage before
conversion into power. Δβ is the difference in slope of the attenuation coefficients, where Δβ = βR - βS.
The latter is determined from the local attenuation algorithm (Figure 2c). The graphical representation
of the different approaches to quantify BSCS is illustrated in Figure 2d. The lateral averaging of all
lateral scans results in the BSC per ROI depth, and further averaging of all axial ROI results in the BSC
describing the overall property of the sample.
Finally, the integrated backscatter coefficient of the sample, IBCS, (Figure 2c) can be determined from
the following equation (Mercado, et al. 2014),
𝑓𝑓

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆 = ∫𝑓𝑓 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵2𝑑𝑑
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵1𝑑𝑑

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑆𝑆 (𝑑𝑑,𝑓𝑓)
,
𝑚𝑚

m= BW2d -BW1d

eq. 8
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BWd are the bandwidth limits at half amplitude of Sw at each depth, and m is the bandwidth range at
depth d. Indexes 2 and 1 refer to the end and start of the bandwidth frequency. The graphical
representation of the different approaches to quantify IBC is illustrated in Figure 2d. Parametric images
of IBC are constructed from the individual ROIs. Averaging all lateral scans gives the IBC per ROI,
and further averaging of the axial ROIs results in a single IBC value describing the overall property of
the sample.

2.3.4 Local attenuation estimation
A series of algorithms have been developed for the determination of local attenuation. These are the
spectral difference (Yao, et al. 1990), the spectral log difference, the spectral shift (Fink, et al. 1983)
and the hybrid method (Kim and Varghese 2008). A detailed description with the merits of each method
are found elsewhere (Labyed and Bigelow 2011). Briefly, the spectral difference method is the simplest
to implement and less prone to spectral noise errors compared to spectral shift, but generates artefacts
at interfaces with different backscatter properties (Kim and Varghese 2008). The spectral log difference
computes the local attenuation between two axial ROIs (e.g. proximal and distant). The Hybrid method
has been proposed as an alternative for solving the limitations of spectral difference and spectral shift
methods. It combines the reference phantom approach together with the spectral shift method. However,
both the spectral shift and the hybrid method assume that the backscatter spectra has a Gaussian shape,
which is not generic to all cases.
Based on the properties of the different local attenuation algorithms, in this work we use the spectral
difference method. As described in the following section, the spectral difference method can be adapted
for determining the local attenuation per ROI, instead of as a difference between ROIs.
The estimation of local attenuation using the spectral difference method is determined from the power
ratio between sample and reference sample, by comparison of ROIs at the same distance from the
transducer (Figure 2c). The analytical form of the backscatter power spectrum can be expressed as
(Labyed and Bigelow 2011),
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑓𝑓) 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑧𝑧) 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) 𝑒𝑒 −4𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠(𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑒𝑒 −4𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤(𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

eq. 9

𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) = 𝑃𝑃(𝑓𝑓) 𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) 𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) 𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓, 𝑑𝑑) 𝑒𝑒 −4𝛼𝛼𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑒𝑒 −4𝛼𝛼𝑤𝑤(𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

eq. 10

where P is a function related to the transducer response, D is the diffraction term, A is the attenuation,
and B is the scattering term. dm corresponds to the sound path along the material, while dw corresponds

to the water path from transducer to material, either for the sample or the reference. The sum of both is
the distance from transducer to ROI centre (d=dm+dw) as illustrated in Figure 3.
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If both sample and reference have similar scattering properties and are homogeneous with depth Bs(d,
f) = Br(d, f) = B(f). In the case of having both a similar sound speed, Ds(d, f) = Dr(d, f) = D(d, f).
Likewise, if the transducer focal depth is the same for both, dw r= dws =dw, and dms= dmr = dm (Figure 3a
and 3b). With those assumptions, the power ratio SR between the sample and reference results in the
following equation (Labyed and Bigelow 2011),
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅

= 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓,𝑑𝑑) 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓) [4𝑑𝑑 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥(𝑓𝑓)]
𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑚
,
𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓,𝑑𝑑)𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟 (𝑓𝑓)

eq. 11

where Δα = αr – αs. On taking the natural logarithm of SR and introducing Δα = Δβf, we might obtain
𝐴𝐴 (𝑓𝑓,𝑑𝑑) 𝐵𝐵 (𝑓𝑓)

ln 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 4𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 + ln 𝐴𝐴 𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑓,𝑑𝑑)𝐵𝐵 𝑠𝑠(𝑓𝑓) ,
𝑟𝑟

eq. 12

𝑟𝑟

where eq. 12 corresponds to a linear equation of the form y = bx + a, of slope b = 4dmΔβ. On neglecting
the intercept with origin related to the second term, the derivation of eq. 12 versus frequency results in
the slope. Here we introduce a modification to the standard approach, where instead of finding the slope
of eq. 12 per depth, we find the slope of the power ratio versus frequency similar to the Kuc approach
(Kuc 1980) (Figure 2c). The slope of the attenuation coefficient difference (Δβ, Np MHz-1 cm-1)
between the sample and the reference per ROI can be determined from the equation,
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 =

𝑏𝑏
4𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚

eq. 13

For cases of depth mismatch (Figure 3c), dm is deduced from eq. 6 and, therefore, without accounting
for the changes in the acoustic path relative to the reference phantom. The local attenuation (dB/cm) at
a given frequency (e.g. centre frequency, 30 MHz) of a ROI, can be determined by the following
equation,
𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠 = (𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 − 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 8.69) 𝑓𝑓 ,

eq. 14

where βr is the slope of the attenuation coefficient (dB cm-1 MHz-1) of the reference determined from
eq. 2. As with IBCS, local attenuation can be represented as images or averaged over all lateral scans

and all depths (Figure 2b). A lower limit value was set for the eventual cases of negative attenuation,
and attenuation values lower than the negative value of reference were set to be zero. For display
purposes, the local attenuation is set to be zero for negative attenuation values or when ROI captures
the water background, set to the IBC below 8 10-6 sr-1 cm-1.
In the case of imaging (e.g. no lateral averaging), an improvement in local attenuation for reducing
variability can be achieved by smoothing the Δβ values before using them in eq. 7. This is done by
reconstructing Δβ values in the form of an image matrix, followed by a moving average of 7 units in
the axial and lateral dimensions. Represented images of IBC and local attenuation were enhanced
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following image scaling and interpolation procedures using the MATLAB function interp2 with cubic
interpolation of 4 units.

2.3.5 Simulation of attenuated BSC
The accuracy of the local attenuation estimation using the spectral difference method was evaluated by
simulating BSC spectra with different attenuation levels. First, multiples (m) of αr (mβrf) where used in
eq. 5, but computing the BSC with a negative sign in the exponent term, resulting in a BSC of
uncompensated attenuation, BSCuat. Dividing BSC without attenuation (BSC0, m=0) over BSCuat and
performing an exponential fit over frequency, results in a function, K(f), for simulating an attenuated
BSC at any mβr level. The application of the attenuating function in the BSC is introduced in eq. 7 by
dividing SSd by K. This procedure is only valid when the reference phantom and simulation are at the
same depth, and simulated on a single ROI depth.

2.3.6 Statistical analysis procedure
Statistical analysis was performed using the OriginPro software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton,
MA, USA). Regression coefficients are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean, and the
hypothesis testing on the effect of the sound speed on the IBC was formulated as whether the addition
of glycerol produced a statistically significant effect on the IBC. This was tested as a two sample t-test
by comparison of the theoretical IBC with the measured IBC per glycerol concentration (three
replicates). An additional test of variance was done for determining whether the variances between the
two groups were significantly different. The effect of sound speed on the local attenuation was done by
performing a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc for determining whether the
local attenuation of sample with glycerol is statistically significantly different from a construct without
glycerol. The significance level for all statistical tests was set to p=0.05.

3. Experimental
3.1 Agarose hydrogels with polystyrene spheres
High purity agarose powder (AquaTrophic Pty Ltd, Mount Eliza, VIC, Australia) at a concentration of
1 % (w/w) in distilled water was heated in a microwave until fully dissolved, resulting in a hot molten
agarose solution. The molten agarose was then quickly transferred to a new vial, and red stained 10 µm
polystyrene spheres (PSs; No. 61946, Supelco, Bellafonte, PA, USA), were added in the required
amount to yield a total volume of 1 mL. The estimated concertation of PSs stock solution was 95.7x106
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particles/ml based on the dry PS content, PS density and diameter. The PSs added to the molten agarose
solution was varied from 25 to 125 µL in 25-µLincrements of PS stock solution for 1 ml of molten
agarose solution, resulting in a PS concentration range from 2.39 106 to 11.96 106 PSs/mL. The molten
agarose-PS mixture was gently stirred before quickly pouring the solution into the sample moulds.
Immediately afterward, a microscope glass was pressed against the mould to remove the solution excess
while providing a smooth surface during the agarose hydrogel formation while cooling to room
temperature. The same procedure but without PSs was used for agarose hydrogels without particles.
The moulds consisted of three concentric rings of 3 mm in height, where the centre one, of 8 mm of
inner diameter, contained the agarose hydrogel (Figure 4a).The rings were cut out from an acrylic sheet
using a laser engraver (No. PLS6MW, Universal Laser Systems, AZ, USA). Moulds were encapsulated
with film wrap, with the aid of Teflon tape for providing a tight fit between rings. Before the molten
agarose-PS mixture was poured into the mould, one side of the ring was closed by film wrap after
inserting the middle ring. Once the hydrogel was formed, a few drops of water were added to the
hydrogel surface, which then followed as in the previous step for sealing the mould with the outer ring.
Care was taken to avoid any air bubbles trapped between the film and hydrogel surface. The final sample
thickness was measured with a digital calliper. Figure 4a is a photography of the prepared samples.

Figure 4. a) Photograph of the moulds used for the ultrasonic evaluation of the constructs. b)
Photograph of the acetone solution containing the dissolved red-stained polystyrene particles for their
evaluation by absorption spectroscopy.

3.2 Agarose hydrogels with polystyrene spheres and glycerol
Variable amounts of glycerol (Gly; No. G8773, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were added
together with agarose powder and distilled water to yield a 1 % (w/w) agarose solution with different
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glycerol % (w/w). The same procedure was followed for the preparation of hydrogels. The prepared
glycerol-based hydrogels consisted of 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%, 15%, 19% and 25 % of Gly. The PSs
concentration was set to 4.78 106 PSs/mL for all samples, except for 19% and 25% which was 9.57 106
PSs/mL. The reduction in volume due to increase density was not corrected, but accounted for only a
few microliters at high percentages of Gly.

3.3 Spectroscopic calibration of polystyrene spheres in hydrogels
After ultrasound evaluation of PS hydrogels, the gels were removed from their moulds, sliced and
immersed in acetone. This procedure dissolves the PSs embedded in the hydrogel; the PS’s red dye
becomes soluble in acetone. Gels were sliced using a 1-mm-thick microscope glass slide as a spacer.
Two slices were cut for each gel, performed with care for achieving a smooth cut of constant thickness.
Afterward, the sliced gels were transferred into a vial with a tight seal cap. On a weighting balance, the
vial with slices was set to zero, and 2 grams of acetone were added. Finally, the sliced hydrogels were
left to digest in acetone overnight. Afterward, the solvent turned coloured from the dissolved red-stained
PSs while the slices were rendered colourless. The coloured acetone was measured by absorption
spectroscopy (UV-1800, Shimadzu, Sydney, NSW, Australia) from 400 to 800 nm in a quartz cuvette.
Samples used for PSs calibration and glycerol studies were measured following this procedure. Figure
4b is a photograph of the hydrogels after acetone digestion.

4. Results
4.1 Characterisation of the reference phantom
The reference phantom consisted of an agarose hydrogel with 4.78 106 PSs/mL. The attenuation of the
reference phantom within the -6 dB frequency interval is illustrated in Figure 5a, including the linear
fit (R2 0.97) for determining the slope of attenuation coefficient, β. The frequency response of the
transducer as a function of the axial distance relative to its focal length, determined from amplitudeheight measurements, is illustrated in Figure 5b. The amplitude at focal length is represented in green.
The variation of the maximum amplitude as a function of the transducer’s axial position relative to its
focal length is illustrated in Figure 5c. The bandwidth intervals (BW1 and BW2) used for calculating the
BSC at each ROI depth are also represented. Backscatter spectra of the reference phantom per axial
ROI are provided in Figure 5d (IBC = 4.17 ± 0.29 10-4 sr-1 cm-1, mean ± standard deviation). The low
variance of the BSC over the ROI depth illustrates the homogenous PS distribution in the agarose
hydrogel.
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Figure 5. Characterisation of the reference phantom. a) Attenuation by substitution method (black) and
the averaged linear fit (red) used for determining the slope of the attenuation coefficient. b) Amplitudeheight spectra of the transducer’s pulse recorded on a glass reflector while varying the axial distance
relative to its focal length. c) Summary of the amplitude-height measurements illustrating the maximum
amplitude as well as the -6 dB bandwidth limit, as a function of the transducer’s axial distance to the
reflector. d) Backscatter coefficient of the reference phantom per ROI used in this study.

A lateral shift and formation of a shoulder at high frequencies was observed in some of the backscatter
spectra. This was noted to occur arbitrarily when processing the backscatter spectrum either as BSCR or
BSCS. For a similar attenuation, the spectral shift in the BSC is dependent upon the scatter diameter.
Considering that the polystyrene particles used had a narrow size distribution, 9.80 ± 0.12 µm, the
observed shifts in the BSC spectra may be attributed to the presence of aggregates.
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4.2 Accuracy of simulated attenuation detection and compensation
To validate the local attenuation approach, the procedure was tested on a BSC spectrum with simulated
attenuation ranging from 5.8 - 57.9 dB cm-1 at 30 MHz (supplementary Figure S1). In principle, the
estimated local attenuation should correspond to the simulated attenuation in addition to the native’s
sample attenuation, of 2.9 dB cm-1 at 30 MHz. Table 2 outlines the estimation errors of local attenuation
respect to the theoretical attenuation when using the spectral difference method. It can be seen that the
local attenuation algorithm used in this work is accurate, even for attenuation values with 20-fold
increase respect to the reference phantom. Table 2 also shows the accuracy of IBC respect to its original
value after the correct local attenuation detection and compensation of power loss due to attenuation,
with minimal estimation errors. The same procedure was done for a sample with a sound speed of
1553.8 m/s (agarose/ 19 % Glycerol/PSs), with results nearly identical to those of the reference phantom
of 1487.2 m/s.

Table 2. Summary of estimation errors for local attenuation and IBC as a function of simulated
attenuation at 30 MHz dB/cm.
Theoretical Attenuation Local attenuation

IBC error (%)

at 30 MHz (dB/cm)

error (%)

8.69

0.01

-0.05

14.48

0.02

-0.10

20.27

0.00

-0.15

26.06

0.00

-0.20

37.64

0.01

-0.29

49.22

0.01

-0.39

60.80

0.01

-0.49

4.3 Ultrasound to absorption relationship
Absorption spectroscopy was used as a secondary quantitative tool for addressing the concentration of
red stained PSs present in the hydrogels. First, ultrasound calibration data was obtained from agarose/PS
hydrogels with a concentration range from 2.39 106 to 11.95 106 PS PSs/mL, represented in
supplementary Figure S2a as the averaged BSCS. Following this, samples were digested in acetone and
the UV-visible absorption spectra were obtained (supplementary Figure S2b). The correlation of the
IBCS with respect to the dye absorption at 535 nm, resulted in a linear relationship of slope (1.62 ± 0.02)
10-3 and a R2 0.99 (Figure 6). This relationship was used for evaluating the diffraction effect in sound
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speed mismatch experiments, where with knowledge of the absorption of the dissolved dye, it is possible
to determine its theoretical IBC and exclude any acoustic effects. For purposes of simplification, only
the mean slope value was used in the absorption-to-IBC conversion.

Figure 6. Ultrasound calibration of the agarose/polystyrene sphere (PS) hydrogels from 2.39 106 to
11.96 106 PSs/mL determined from the mean IBCS per replicate, as a function of their corresponding
absorption at 535 nm.

For the purpose of absorption to IBC calibration, only the mean IBCS replicate was used. The IBCS
variance per axial ROIs is illustrated in supplementary Figure S2c, where it can be seen that the
variance scales with the polystyrene sphere concentration. The IBC variance is caused by the spread in
the local attenuation values (Figure S2d), acting as a magnifying parameter of the IBC. Differently
from the high accuracy of the spectral difference method observed when evaluating BSC spectra with
simulated attenuation, the variance in the local attenuation of agarose/PS constructs is attributed to the
spectral shifts mentioned in Figure 5d. The marked Gaussian shape of a 10-µm polystyrene sphere and
the strong backscatter profile at high frequencies, causes the slope of the log ratio to oscillate largely
(eq. 12) when comparing spectra of shape mismatch but of similar intensity. While this is the subject
of optimisation in further studies, in this work we focus on the mean values of IBC and local attenuation
for the evaluation of sound speed and depth mismatch effects.
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4.4 Effect of glycerol on the sound speed
The addition of glycerol (Gly) increased the sound speed of the hydrogels in a linear trend (R2 0.99),
according to (1490.8 ± 3.3) + (4.1 ± 0.3) Gly, where Gly is expressed as the percentage w/w) of glycerol
in the hydrogel. The addition of Gly introduced a sound speed mismatch (ΔSS) between the
agarose/PS/Gly samples with respect to the agarose/PS phantom. The effect of sound speed mismatch
was evaluated in terms of the changes in the local attenuation and the IBC.

4.5 Effect of sound speed mismatch on the attenuation
The attenuation of agarose/PS/Gly and agarose/PS (ΔSS 0) constructs measured by the substitution
method are illustrated in Figure 7a (red dots). Error bars representing the variance are not visible (≈
0.1). In addition, the local attenuation αS is also illustrated in Figure 7a (black squares), where the error
bars correspond to the variance within all axial ROIs following the averaging of all lateral scans
(N=100). Similarly to agarose/PS samples, glycerol-based samples also presented a large variation of
local attenuation. However, the averaged estimation error of the mean local attenuation relative to
substitution method (supplementary Table S1) was 12.7 ± 10.0 %, indicating a close agreement between
the two.
The effect of sound speed on the local attenuation was evaluated by performing a one-way ANOVA
comparison between a construct without glycerol with respect to investigated glycerol samples. All
comparisons revealed no statistically significant differences between them, with the exception of
replicates 19-2 and 19-3. On the basis of the overall results, it can be concluded that there was no overall
significant effect of the sound speed mismatch on the local attenuation. A detailed data table with the
ANOVA results is provided in the supplementary material (supplementary Table S1).

Figure 7. Effect of the sound speed mismatch in agarose/PS/Gly hydrogels as a function of: a)
Attenuation (dB/cm) at 30 MHz determined by spectral difference method, αS, (squares, black) and by
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substitution method (red dots). b) IBC percentage change determined for constructs with PS
concentration (106 particles/ml) of 4.78 (black squares) and 9.57 (red triangles) as a function of their
sound speed mismatch with respect to the reference phantom. The fitting function describing the IBC
percentage change as a function of sound speed mismatch is represented with a dashed line. The
compensation equation deduced from the fitting function was used to correct for the sound speed
diffraction effects (dots, blue).
4.6 Effect of sound speed mismatch on the IBC
The effect of sound speed mismatch on the IBCS is illustrated in Figure 7b. The actual effect of sound
speed mismatch is the reduction of IBC intensity relative to the theoretical IBC deduced from
absorption, IBCabs (supplementary Table S2). Such intensity reduction can also be represented by the
percentage change in IBC determined with the equation,
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝛥𝛥 (%) =

(𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 −𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆 )
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆

100

eq. 17

The increase of sound speed mismatch resulted in a marked IBC deviation, which follows a second
order polynomial fit of equation IBCΔ (%) = (0.63 ± 0.07) ΔSS + (8.54 ± 0.76) 10-3 ΔSS2, R2 0.99
(dashed line, Figure 7b). This equation can be used to compensate the effect of sound speed mismatch
as illustrated in Figure 7b (blue dots). After IBC compensation, the absolute errors are independent of
concentration and below 7 %.
Statistical analysis on the effect of glycerol concentration by comparison of the theoretical IBC (IBCabs)
to the measured IBCS, resulted in a statistically significant difference for all of the investigated glycerol
concentrations. A detailed table with the parameters used for determining the IBCΔ (%) change and as
well as a summary of statistical results, is provided in the supplementary material (supplementary Table
S2). To investigate the effect of local attenuation variance on the IBCΔ, relevant IBC data were
recalculated by changing the condition of local attenuation for negative values. In this second case, any
attenuation lower than the phantom was replaced by the phantom, as opposed to the initial case of
replacing attenuation values below the negative value of the phantom by zeros. The local attenuation
values using the second case show an overall lower standard deviation (supplementary Figure S3), but
overestimated with respect to the values obtained by the substitution method (averaged estimation error
of 36.4 ± 12.6). The absorption-to-IBC calibration slope resulted in the value (1.72 ± 0.02) 10-3. The
IBCΔ equation was almost identical to the first case, of fitting coefficients 0.63 ± 0.07 and (7.97 ± 0.78)
10-3, and had the same statistical outcomes. On the basis of these results, it can be concluded that the
large variance of the local attenuation does not affect the compensation function as it resulted in similar
fitting coefficients for both cases.
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4.7 Effect of depth and sound speed mismatch
For cases in which the focal depth used for measuring the sample is located at shallower depths relative
to the reference phantom (see Figure 3a and 3c), the accuracy of the RPM in terms of IBC error as a
function of depth mismatch was evaluated. The evaluation was performed by changing the focal depth
from 2.4 to 1.2 mm with increments of 0.2 mm. Depth experiments were applied to an agarose/PS
hydrogel without sound speed mismatch (ΔSS 0), as well as to a agarose/PS/Gly with a sound speed
mismatch of 75.2 m/s (ΔSS 75). The reference phantom was for both experiments an agarose/PS
hydrogel measured with a focal depth of 2.4 mm.
The results shown in Figure 8 illustrate the error relative to each at 2.4 mm in depth (Δ depth = 0). The
oscillation of IBC values per depth is attributed to the intrinsic PS variation in the agarose hydrogel,
which overall follows a trend with the depth. It can be seen that in both cases there is a negative slope,
or IBC overestimation, when measuring at shallower depths compared to the reference. From the linear
regression it is determined an IBC error percentage per depth mismatch (mm) of -2.74 ± 0.87 and -2.44
± 1.22 for ΔSS 75 and ΔSS 0, respectively. Errors calculated as (IBC2.4-IBCS)/IBC2.4. The variance of
the mean IBCS (10-5 sr-1 cm-1) across the measured depths was 1.47 and 2.74 for ΔSS 0 and ΔSS 75,
respectively.

Figure 8. Comparison of IBCS percentage change relative to a focal depth of 2.4 mm as a function of
depth mismatch, for a hydrogel with ΔSS 0 (dots, red) and ΔSS 75 (squares, black) with their
corresponding linear regression.
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An application example of measuring at shallow depths is illustrated in Figure 9, showing an image
cross-section of about 1 mm in height. Here, the transducer focus was placed on the hydrogel surface,
while the reference phantom was at 1.6 mm in depth. Note that the encapsulating film of the hydrogel
(and the reference phantom) was removed for this experiment, as it gives a strong IBC signal. The raw
grey-scale image (Figure 9a) reveals an interface layer of greater intensity with respect to the inner
hydrogel section. Such artefact can be explained by the acoustic mismatch between water and agarose.
The spectral difference method further enhances the interface artefact (Figure 9b), thus affecting the
corresponding IBC image (Figure 9c). These type of surface artefacts should be carefully evaluated
when imaging tissue engineered constructs, in particular when evaluating surface processes. After
exclusion of the interface layer, the averaged image IBC (10-4 sr-1 cm-1) and attenuation at 30 MHz
(dB/cm) for the hydrogel was 7.41 and 4.70, respectively. The same construct measured at a focal depth
of 1.6 mm was 7.24 and 4.87, in IBC and attenuation units, respectively. The latter IBC difference
corresponds to an overestimation of 2.29 %, in line with the predicted overestimation of 3.9 ± 1.95 %
when evaluating the sample with 1.6 mm in focal depth mismatch with respect to the reference phantom.

Figure 9. Ultrasound images of an agarose/PS hydrogel in the form of: a) raw grayscale, b) local
attenuation at 30 MHz (dB/cm), and c) IBC in logarithm scale. Image acquired with the transducer
focus placed on the hydrogel surface and lateral spacing between scans of 60 µm. The scale bar
corresponds to 500 µm.
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The areas inside the hydrogel with dark blue index (Figure 9b) correspond to ROIs of negative
attenuation which were replaced by zeros as described under Local attenuation Estimation. In this
current figure, 15.8 % of ROIs were of negative attenuation. This proportion is highly dependent on
lateral averaging as well as the smoothing performed as described under Local attenuation Estimation.
The greater the averaging and smoothing of local attenuation results in a lower fraction of ROIs with
negative attenuation, at the expense of image resolution. The same data image processed by averaging
all lateral scans resulted in 3.5 % of the ROIs with negative attenuation.

5. Discussion
The determination of the local attenuation and the Integrated Backscatter Coefficient (IBC) are of
relevance in tissue engineering as they can be related to biological processes occurring in the construct.
Their accurate determination when using the Reference Phantom Method (RPM) can be challenging in
cases when the constructs evolve during their maturation, of final sound speed, attenuation and
morphological properties that are very different to the initial conditions. For example, as in the case of
a biodegradable construct developing extracellular matrix during neocartilage formation. Such
construct transformation may lead to uncompensated effects, leading to the inaccuracy of the RPM. In
this work we simulate those potentially challenging conditions on acellular hydrogels before the
application of the RPM in tissue engineered constructs.
First, the accuracy of the RPM for detecting and compensating large attenuation changes was evaluated.
Other reports have used aluminium oxide microparticles as additives for increasing the attenuation of a
construct when measuring by substitution method (Sun, et al. 2012). However, the attenuation
mechanism in such materials is dominated by backscatter. In soft materials such as biological tissues,
the attenuation is dominated by relaxation processes (e.g. absorption into heat), causing a reduction of
the backscatter spectrum together with a spectral shift to lower frequencies (Kuc 1980); (Pauly and
Schwan 1971). This results in linear frequency-dependent attenuation of slope characteristic to the
tissue properties (Wells 1975); (Goss, et al. 1978). Thus, the simulation of an attenuated BSC was used
in this work for conveniently introducing a spectral shift on the BSC and allowing the testing of the
RPM at different attenuation values.
The attenuation was simulated up to 20-fold increase respect to the reference phantom, similar to that
of native cartilage. From the same experiments we also evaluated the accuracy of the attenuationcompensation function for recovering the power loss in the IBC due to attenuation. The low estimation
errors for both parameters shown in Table 2 confirms the correct functioning of the quantitative
ultrasound procedure for detecting and compensating large attenuation changes.
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For the investigation of sound speed effects, a series of agarose/PS hydrogels with increasing glycerol
content were prepared for mimicking the sound speed increase during neocartilage formation. Glycerol
has been used previously for increasing the sound speed of a construct in order to adjust the properties
of tissue mimicking phantoms for clinical applications (Cournane, et al. 2010). In this work, we have
used this property for evaluating the impact of sound speed on the local attenuation and the IBC. While
local attenuation values can be verified by comparison to substitution method (Figure 1b, path i), it
was necessary a secondary method to quantify the exact PS content within the construct in order to
assess the effect of sound speed in the IBC. This was achieved by performing a calibration of the IBC
as a function of the red dye absorption, following the acetone digestion of the agarose/PS construct
(Figure 6). This procedure eliminates any acoustic effects or experimental variations of the PS
concentration in the hydrogels, since the calibration was done by direct correlation of the IBC to
absorption by using the same samples for both measurements.
It was found that the addition of glycerol, or sound speed increase, did not affect significantly the local
attenuation when compared to an agarose/PS construct without glycerol. On the other hand, it was
observed a significant reduction on the IBC proportional to the increase of glycerol, but independent of
the PS concentration. Following the empirical determination of a compensation equation for sound
speed diffraction effects, the IBC could be corrected with absolute errors as low as 7 % (Figure 7b).
The large variation in the local attenuation observed in agarose/PS and agarose/Gly/PS constructs is
hypothesised to be caused by the presence of PS aggregates, in addition to the spectral noise contribution
due to the short gate length used (Liu and Zagzebski 2010); (Oelze and O'Brien 2004). In the parallel
computing experiments, a reduction of the local attenuation variance did not alter the IBC sound speed
compensation equation, thus corroborating the initial findings.
The decrease of the IBC with the sound speed mismatch is a known effect (Jakovljevic, et al. 2018). It
can be understood considering that the acoustic wave intensity is inversely proportional to the acoustic
impedance (density and sound speed) of the medium (Nishimura 1997). As the sound speed increases,
the incident intensity decreases, and consequently the backscatter intensity. This property has been
observed in a study investigating the effect of temperature on the BSC when using a 20 MHz singleelement focused transducer of 1.9 cm in focal length (Ghoshal, et al. 2011). The increase of temperature
lead to an increase of the construct’s sound speed, which resulted in a decrease of the BSC. Such trend
is consistent with our observations.
The effect of sound speed mismatch on the local attenuation has been studied previously (Nam, et al.
2012); (Omari, et al. 2011). It was detected a biased attenuation estimation as a function of the sound
speed mismatch between the reference and the phantom. However, due to the beamforming technology
of the multiarray transducers, it is difficult to establish a direct comparison to our work as the sound
speed mismatch also affects the focal properties of such transducers (Jakovljevic, et al. 2018). These
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studies also involved the use of focal depths in the centimetre scale, while in our case was a few
millimetres. Based on the available information, it can be hypothesised that the focal depth and
transducer characteristics influence the effect sound speed on the attenuation, and that for a singleelement transducer at shallow focal depths this effect is negligible. This observation simplifies the
determination of the local acoustic properties of constructs of evolving sound speed when imaging at
shallow depths, and only requiring the compensation of IBC.
Another important part of the study was to investigate the effect of focal depth mismatch between
reference and sample, or in practical terms, when imaging a sample thinner than the reference. From
the data shown in Figure 8, it can be seen that the depth mismatch effect leads to a small overestimation
when measuring at shallower depths. The observed trend is attributed to the diffraction effect, where
the shallower the focal depth, the less defocussing and therefore the IBC results overestimated with
respect to a deeper focal depth. We also investigated the effect of depth mismatch in combination with
sound speed, and determined a negligible contribution of sound speed to the depth diffraction effects.
From depth experiments we can summarise that the spectral difference method is sufficient for imaging
at shallow depths and within a few millimetres in depth mismatch without affecting largely the
accuracy. These results are of relevance in tissue engineering, allowing the measurement of thinner
samples than the reference, where the focal depth can be placed as required in order to capture the whole
construct’s thickness including its surface as illustrated in Figure 9.
The implementation of sound speed compensation function requires an experimental configuration as
shown in Figure 1b, which allows for contour scans and imaging without moving the sample position.
At each lateral location, the measured sound speed mismatch with respect to the reference is used in the
IBC compensation function and applied to all axial ROIs over the measured position. A limitation of
this approach is expected in biological constructs with stratified layers, such as thin layers developing
a dense extracellular matrix. In those cases, the average sound speed may not represent the actual local
sound speed. Different methodologies for the local estimation of sound speed have been proposed
(Jakovljevic, et al. 2018). It would be of interest in further studies to examine the combination of the
sound speed compensation function together with local sound speed estimation procedures.
The sound speed compensation equation should be applicable to other thin constructs using the same
setup and reference phantom method procedure described in this work. For instance, for the evaluation
of neocartilage formation with respect to a single reference phantom. Such compensation function may
also be applicable for evaluating the same biological process on constructs of different formulations
with different sound speed.
A final consideration to be followed up in further studies is the applicably of an agarose/PS hydrogel
as a generic reference phantom for evaluating cellular hydrogels. It would be advantageous to have a
generic reference phantom of reproducible properties, allowing the comparison between different
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biological systems as well as across different research groups. As it can be seen in eq. 7, the BSCS is
proportional to the BSCR used. Thus, it is difficult to compare results between experiments or research
groups when using different phantoms. Further studies are required in order to understand the effects
of using an agarose/PS construct as the phantom when evaluating cell laden constructs of varying
properties, and in particular, how the spectral BSC mismatch between the cellular construct and
phantom affect the estimation of the local attenuation.

6. Conclusion
The results presented in this work are designed to simulate a series of conditions that may affect the
accuracy of the RPM for the evaluation of thin biological constructs with evolving properties. These
include the presence of a large attenuation mismatch, the effect of sound speed mismatch, and the effect
of measuring at different focal depths. We have found that the spectral difference method is accurate
for detecting and compensating large attenuation differences, up to 20-fold, with respect to the
reference. We have investigated the effect of sound speed mismatch, where we found that local
attenuation is not affected, but diffraction effects lead to a strong IBC reduction. We have determined
a sound speed mismatch compensation function in order to minimise such effects. We have investigated
the effect of depth mismatch, where we found that the reference phantom method is accurate for
measuring within a few millimetres in depth differences without the need of corrections. Finally, we
have combined the effect of sound speed and depth mismatch, with negligible additional contributions
to diffraction effects when measuring at shallow depths and with a few millimetres of depth mismatch
to reference. These results demonstrate the feasibility of using the RPM on thin constructs mimicking
the properties of tissue engineered constructs with evolving properties.
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